INTRODUCTION:
Early and Modern Biospheres, Politics,
and the Rhetorics of Plague
Richard A. Barney, with Helene Scheck
I know positively . . . that each of us has the plague within him; no
one, no one on earth is free from it.
— Camus, The Plague (229)
“The plague of the age is upon us,” rasps an anonymous phone caller to the
shock-jock radio talk show host, Logan Burnhardt, early in the recent film
Dead Air (2009), just as a deadly pathogen has been unleashed by terrorists in
major urban centers across the U.S. In the chaos that ensues, Burnhardt and
his coworkers at station KCBP, ostensibly in Los Angeles, witness events familiar in the cinematic subgenre now often called biohorror: the infected victims suffer, approach death or actually die, and then transform into zombielike “crazies” or “maniacs” that attack their fellow citizens with a compulsive
frenzy that spreads the virus further and produces widespread public upheaval. “American Cities Under Siege,” reads one television news CNN-styled
headline, as the number of victims careens into the thousands.
For all its morbid bravura, however, what distinguishes Dead Air is not
its portrayal of rabid pandemic, which borrows heavily from earlier films
such as 28 Days Later (2002), or the striking similarity of its narrative scenario to that in Pontypool (2008);1 instead, it is the way Dead Air makes the
theme of plague explicit on two registers. First, it confirms the sense that
viewers of biohorror movies, especially those involving zombies, may have
had for some time—that the stories they tell have revived the logic of plague
devastation, as Stephanie Boluk and Wylie Lenz argue in this issue. Only a
few months after the release of Dead Air, in fact, Ruben Fleischer’s Zombieland (2009) reconfirmed the zombie-plague connection when, early in the
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story, the character named Columbus remarks that zombies are “the plague
of the twenty-first century.” Second, and more broadly, Dead Air and successors like Zombieland help identify a development during the past three decades in which scientific, cultural, and political representations of biological
catastrophe, especially in the U.S. and Europe, have renewed and refurbished
the notion of “plague,” while often doing so in oblique or implicit fashion.
In these terms, it is striking to recall Michel Foucault’s comment in 1976
that “the biological risks confronting the [human] species are perhaps
greater, and certainly more serious, than before the birth of microbiology”
(History 143). Nearly thirty-five years later, that sense of biological risk appears all the more palpable, since the more recent threat of diseases such as
AIDS (once called the “gay plague”), Ebola, avian influenza, mad cow disease, and most recently, the H1N1 flu has profoundly changed our perception
that the phenomenon of plague has merely been a thing of the past—whether
as the specific pneumonic, septicemic, or bubonic versions caused by Yersinia
pestis, or other similarly devastating diseases ranging from cholera to yellow
fever to Spanish flu. When Foucault wrote those words in The History of Sexuality, the possibility of nuclear destruction would probably have seemed the
most critical menace to human survival, as it had in the previous decades.
While that prospect continues to loom, however, the biogenetic equivalent
has lately been the more predominant possibility contemplated in scientific
reports, the media, and popular culture. The difference between George
Romero’s landmark modernization of the zombie myth in Night of the Living
Dead (1968) and more recent treatments in the past decade such as Danny
Boyle’s 28 Days Later offers a case in point: while Romero’s corpses were vitalized by an unspecified form of radiation (often identified as nuclear) and
seemed able to remain “alive” indefinitely, Boyle’s zombies are created by biological pathogens that take their course by ultimately destroying the zombies
themselves. As part of that paradigm shift, in the past ten years the number
of fictional movies and television programs devoted to the theme of deadly
epidemics has grown exponentially, including Shawn of the Dead (2004), ReGenesis (2004-08), Pathogen (2006), The Plague (2006), 28 Weeks Later
(2007), Blindness (2008), Doomsday (2008), Quarantine (2008), The Happening (2008), Fringe (2008-10), and The Crazies (2010), to name only a few.
At the same time that fictional plague has seized the popular imagination, the traditionally defined biological plague has itself gained new visibility. The Centers for Disease Control currently maintains a substantial
“Plague” website whose content has a tangible immediacy for its users. As a
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reflection of the fact that the World Health Organization reports one to three
thousand cases every year, the CDC provides extensive information regarding epidemiology, diagnosis, and the bacterium and its flea carrier (the Xenopsylla cheopis), as well as a “Fact Sheet,” a “Plague Case Report Form,” and a
brochure titled “Protect Yourself from Plague.”2 In the wake of 9/11, moreover, the plague has also gained additional menace: the CDC includes a discussion of the parameters of a possible bioterrorist attack using Y. pestis.3
According to some sources, such an attack may in fact have already been
planned. National Terror Alert, an independent blogsite dedicated to U.S.
homeland security issues, has summarized news reports from Algeria in
January 2009 that over forty al-Qaida trainees died from exposure to plague
in a regional camp, apparently from some deadly mishap.4 While those reports remain unconfirmed, the link with terrorism—something we will return to in a moment—indicates how the biological plot of plague has thickened considerably. Drawing on her own investigation of weapons laboratories
operating since the Cold War, for instance, freelance journalist Wendy Orent
argues that plague is still very much a threat, since more virulent, antibioticresistant, and readily transmissible forms than those originally created by
the Soviet Union and the U.S. continue to be developed, with the potential
for producing an unprecedented catastrophe.
In the context of plague’s renewal as medical, cultural, and political
phenomenon, the working premise of this special issue on “Rhetorics of
Plague”—and of the symposium at the University at Albany in 2009 on which
it is based5—is not that plague has come full circle, but that it has instead
tracked a historical spiral that provides an opportunity for exploring the
connections and differences among “early” and “modern” trajectories or patterns. The need to explore such linkages can manifest itself in the most unexpected synchronicities, such as the one experienced by CNN reporter Henry
Schuster in London in July 2005 while he was reporting on the several bombs
that had exploded on buses and subway trains. As he was standing outside
Scotland Yard and logging his report, Schuster found himself suddenly surrounded by police, who had converged on the area not because of another
bomb threat, but because human remains had been found in what turned out
to be an early modern plague pit. This coincidence prompted Schuster to
comment twice on what he called “the plague of terrorism” affecting Londoners that summer, a turn of phrase that took on additional rhetorical implications when he claimed that the plague was a “welcome diversion” by
contrast with the “many, new uncertainties” of the present, reflected by the
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numerous questions he posed with only shorthand answers. In these terms, a
putatively barbaric past had been surpassed by an even more barbaric current moment, even as the invocation of plague as biological threat provided a
sense of direct palpability for an otherwise bewildering urban trauma. Tellingly, the logistics of terrorist activity, including bomb placement or cell locations, thereby diverted Schuster’s attention from—or masked his apparent
inattention to—the complexities of terrorism’s sociological, political, and
theological dimensions.
In what ways does Schuster’s report reflect how plague’s “return” currently functions in demarcating the past from the present or discriminating
among “civilized” cultures? More broadly, how do recent rhetorical deployments of plague rely on or reconfigure previous representations of it as biological catastrophe or as metaphorical debacle? These kinds of questions
prompt this issue’s examination of the links among plague’s various manifestations—whether premodern, early modern, modern, or postmodern.
They also suggest that plague’s renovation should be assessed by the degree to
which older models or paradigms remain operative—perhaps clandestinely—in contemporary frameworks, just as new perspectives on topics including medicine, climate, philosophy, politics, and writing provide the occasion to revisit our interpretations of past responses to plague and its
intricate ramifications. This transhistorical outlook is combined with the
equally encompassing aim not only to draw on diverse disciplines for such an
endeavor, but also to foster new encounters among fields of expertise or academic specializations that otherwise often remain relatively insular, especially in the humanities and sciences. In this sense, we propose adding a rigorous historical dimension to the project announced by Lennard Davis and
David Morris, who have recently coined the term biocultures with the goal of
building on established cross-disciplinary fields such as bioethics, medical
humanities, and medical anthropology in order to formulate new, hybridized perspectives by which to account better for the intricate entanglement of
biology and other spheres in the twenty-first century.6
The focus of this issue on the “rhetorics” of plague highlights the ways
that biological pandemic has been conceptually organized, ethically ordered,
or sociopolitically oriented by the discourses that represented it during
historical periods ranging from the Middles Ages to the eighteenth century,
with an eye toward twenty-first-century contexts. But rather than assuming
that biological “fact” comes objectively before such articulations, the
contributors to this issue make their arguments in the vein of Davis and
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Morris’s claim that “diseases are disease entities” (417)—that in the specific
terms of the plague, it has been a phenomenon mutually constituted by
scientific analysis and sociocultural, theological, or political rendering.
These contributors thus underscore the crossing or hybridization of
discourses, such as the ways in which early views of pandemic, in the absence
of a theory of germ contagion, could be linked to models of ecological or
environmental dysfunction, or the manner in which disease of the natural
body could allegorize the maladies of the body politic. Furthermore, in
addition to accounting for the interrelated scientific, literary, or philosophical
conventions invoked by such discourses, several essayists in this volume
consider the implications of representing plague outside of European or
Judeo-Christian contexts. While such discourses may have originated
predominantly in the metropolitan centers of Europe, they were substantially
transformed when applied in non-Western or colonial contexts, and
furthermore, they had their counterpart in discourses that emerged from
non-European sources such as North Africa, where medieval Muslim
authorities, for instance, grappled with the challenge of pandemic in both
Africa and Andalusia.
Since most of the essays in this issue, with the exception of that by Russell Hopley, focus on historical moments that come after the Middle Ages, it
will be useful at this point to provide a brief overview of the plague’s development during that crucial period before turning to survey the essays’ specific
arguments. In the context of this special issue, we also stress here the destabilizing and terrorizing effects of the plague’s impact, as well as the diverse
rhetorical responses that both countered and redeployed them.
In the Western cultural imagination, the term plague inevitably conjures up the horrors of the so-called Black Death of the fourteenth century,
perhaps the most spectacular biological disaster in human history. As with
earlier plagues, contemporaries invoked apocalyptic visions of utter annihilation, and with good reason: Europe suffered a thirty-percent mortality rate;
some places, such as England and Florence, lost half of their populations in a
matter of months. Along with the “scientific” explanations for the pandemic—such as earthquakes, an unfortunate alignment of planets, or contaminated air—were the more prominent metaphysical explanations: plague
was caused by God’s wrath or Satan’s vengeance. If the epidemic was indeed
a scourge of God, it was not clear exactly who was being punished. While
monarchs and clergy mostly blamed the wayward masses for the onset of
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plague, others pointed the finger at corrupt rulers, secular as well as ecclesiastical. Some found fault at every level of society.7
Whatever the pathogen8 or exact rate of mortality, there is no denying
that the pestilence afflicting Europe in the mid-fourteenth century had profound effects on the social, political, and cultural landscape.9 The fall-off in
population precipitated economic upheaval that led, among other things, to
increased autonomy and better living conditions and wages for laborers, and
ultimately the breakdown of an already compromised feudal system and an
expanding middle class. Marriage, child-bearing, inheritance, and land-holding patterns were also necessarily affected, potentially improving conditions
for women as well.10 The Church suffered tremendous losses among both lay
and monastic religious, which also had wide-ranging cultural effects. The
necessary influx of younger, less-educated members of the clergy may have
led to the introduction of irregular practices and heterodox beliefs, creating
instability within the Church and almost certainly eroding the perception
and effectiveness of ecclesiastical authority. Mass graves and the inability of
priests to offer the sacrament of last rites to all, along with the grim reality
that, although the nobility was not immune from plague, commoners were far
more likely to succumb, must have forced a lasting crisis of faith among commoners and put into question the intercessory powers of the priest. Indeed, in
parishes bereft of a priest altogether, parishioners were enjoined to confess
one another in the final moments, lest they remain unshriven.
The terror must have been as caustic as the plague itself, as people had to
reckon with both spiritual and physical mortality. Panicked, people abandoned family and friends in hopes of survival. Fear of God’s wrath moved
clergy to heighten spiritual devotion among their parishioners and to rein in
wayward souls. Edward III seems even to have considered it a matter of state
when, in a letter to the bishops (1349; Horrox 117–18, Johnson 894–95), he
blames the evil in the hearts of his people and calls for widespread devotions
among the clergy and laity to appease an angry God. That general sentiment
was reiterated widely in sermons throughout Europe and England.
Desperate to cast blame elsewhere, Christian communities, especially
in Germany and France, found in Jews and other fringe groups ready scapegoats, imagining an international bioterrorist movement spawned by Satan
himself. While such accusations were not new by any means, the rhetoric of
fear reinvigorated a latent anti-Semitism and xenophobia. In regions where
justice ostensibly ruled, accusations of well-poisoning or other terrorist acts
were followed by torture, confession, and execution. In other regions, where
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mob mentality came to dominate, Jews were simply massacred on the basis of
inflammatory rhetoric. In such circumstances, even monarchs could not
guarantee the safety of their Jewish subjects, and mandates of ecclesiastical
prelates were largely disregarded. The indigent were also suspected of transmitting pestilence on behalf of some foreign agent as an act of terrorism.
Such fears, given credence by ecclesiastical and secular officials as well as by
men of social rank, festered among the populace into a rampant xenophobia,
which strengthened perceptions of cultural identity and sharpened the contours of emergent nationalities.
Fear was also manipulated to help maintain the status quo and shore up
traditional hierarchies of class and gender. Out of their own anxieties about
the decaying social fabric, clergy would exploit the fear of their parishioners
for decades to come, threatening a return of the great mortality if they did
not mend their ways. While the rhetoric of divine retribution may have
stemmed from genuine piety, such sermons also served to reassert the authority of the church as well as to keep the newly empowered masses in check.
Complementing national and regional legislation regulating wages and restricting consumption according to class, sermons reiterated the failings of
the commoners, especially deriding them for laziness and greed, apparently
demonstrated by their demands for increased wages, reasonable work load,
and better living conditions. These views are recapitulated in William Langland’s dream vision, Piers Ploughman, where commoners are explicitly chastised by the narrator for their slothfulness and greed, and cautioned against
a return of the pestilence. Chaucer, Langland’s contemporary, makes the
same connection implicitly when his Pardoner sets his lesson on avarice in a
plague-ridden village where the commoners are clearly given to licentious,
riotous behavior and the worst of the lot ultimately fall prey to death—physical as well as spiritual—through their greed. By the end of the fourteenth
century, therefore, these views had become commonplace in the cultural
imagination. Women, too, were targeted for failing to restrain themselves,
no doubt in response to changing conditions. Feminist historians have noted
that the increase in female autonomy produced by the demographic and economic shift was attenuated by an intractable patriarchal ideology.11 Katherine French shows how, though women benefited socially and economically,
regulation of women’s speech along with a backlash of antifeminist rhetoric
in contemporary literature and sermons prevented any lasting improvement
in the condition for women (10–13).
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The Black Death connects readily, if metaphorically, with current anxieties about global pandemic, terrorism, political abuses and indiscretions,
unchecked scientific advances, and rampant immorality. Ingmar Bergman’s
landmark film, The Seventh Seal (1957), conjures up the Black Death in the
apocalyptic milieu of Cold War Europe, with its threat of nuclear catastrophe in the wake of the horrors of World War II. A more recent film, Navigator: A Medieval Odyssey (Vincent Ward, 1988), connects the fear of the Black
Death to the anxiety of nuclear holocaust, AIDS, and loss of faith at the end
of the twentieth century. In 2010, a new film simply called Black Death also
poses a crisis of faith, this time one that intensifies the horrors of the plague
by invoking apprehensions about witchcraft. In these cases and others, the
Black Death serves as a useful metaphor in part because its terror has been
imprinted indelibly on our cultural memory: the fear of a return of the
plague is real. As recently as 1994 in India, where the most recent substantial
outbreaks of plague have occurred, D. Banerji, writing for the Economic and
Political Weekly, worried about a literal repeat of the medieval Black Death
due to a breakdown in public health services and a surprising lack of concern
on the part of health officials. Such fears are not restricted to areas where
plague still poses a real medical challenge, however; as the CDC website
notes, “So imprinted in our minds is the fear of plague that, even now, entering into the 21st century, a suspected plague outbreak can incite mass panic
and bring much of the world’s economy to a temporary standstill” (“CDC
Plague Home Page”).
Against this historical backdrop, the six essays in this issue track a variety of theoretical, historical, and scientific trajectories by which the “bio” in
plague’s biology has converged with other terms, including religion, politics,
philosophy, climatology, and economics. Two essays, those by Ernest Gilman and by Stephanie Boluk and Wylie Lenz, cover one of the longest historical arcs from the seventeenth to the twenty-first century: Gilman analyzes the relation of plague to early and postmodern constructs of human
subjectivity, with an eye toward evaluating the political valences of biomedicine; Boluk and Lenz draw on a Marxist framework in order to consider how
plague becomes variously capitalized from Jonson’s drama to Defoe’s Journal to the cinematic zombie as the most recent economic figure of plague. In
his contribution, Russell Hopley covers an equally extensive time span by
exploring the juridical response to plague in the Muslim communities of the
western Mediterranean mainly from the tenth to the fourteenth centuries,
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including the late introduction of medical analyses to that tradition. Drawing on the philosophical arguments of Roberto Esposito and Walter Benjamin, Graham Hammill examines how the plague’s biopolitics, particularly
with respect to quarantine and political reform, emerges in the writings of
Thomas Dekker, George Wither, and Michael Drayton during the reigns of
Elizabeth I, James I, and Charles I. An interest in animal studies launches
Lucinda Cole’s discussion of the multiple valences of “pestilence” during the
seventeenth century, when the rat posed a multivalent figure of contagion
formed by overlapping theological, ecological, and biological registers. And
Robert Markley considers the ways that a bioclimatological perspective on
British colonialism in Bombay during the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries can illuminate the plethora of diseases that frequently decimated Britons’ economic and political ambitions on the Asian continent.
While these essayists offer divergent accounts of plague’s morphology
and history, they also suggest several areas of common focus and agreement.
They share, for instance, an interest in the ways that plague strains the outer
limits of the human subject, both philosophically and politically; the ways
that it can both conjoin and alienate religious and secular perspectives; the
ways that plague fosters a kind of redistributive logic in communicative media
that address it; and the ways that it can propel scientific analysis to collude
with, as well as to deviate from, structures of sociopolitical control. With that
in mind, for the purposes of efficiency we highlight three main areas of concurring argument among these essays that merit particular examination:
Plague constitutes a disruption in apparently continuous temporal
experience or historicity. As Graham Hammill puts it, plague is “the other
side of the miracle”; whether or not it is conceived as a form of divine agency,
it unleashes a dramatic intervention in time that seems to come from outside
the framework of the everyday and that produces a deviation in causality.
Hence the consternation of the jurists in medieval Andalusia, who, by
Hopley’s account, found it difficult to reconcile an orthodox interpretation of
plague’s occurrence, which denied biological contagion, with an emerging
scientific epidemiology. Or the unresolved double-gesture by the poet
Drayton, as described by Hammill, whose allegorical locust, apparently an
agent of moral retribution, both destroys and ensures the continuous
prosperity of the early-seventeenth-century political status quo it attacks.
This sort of plague(d) logic applies equally to historiographic representations
of science’s progressive “rise”: as both Markley and Gilman note, plague has
the ability to suspend, if not derail, our narratives of modern knowledge’s

